
BILATERAL STIMULATION 
Youtube.com/MelissaTiers/neuroplasticity 

Bring an object to right peripheral vision and back to midline; trade hands and sweep to left peripheral 
vision and back.  Keep your eyes on the empty hand (thumbnail).  Create a nice even rhythm and then say:  
 

“RELAX….  This is just my brain… This is just my wiring…  I do NOT need to respond.” 
 
When you are in public, alternate curling the toes of each foot… right… left… etc and say the above.  
In the car, squeeze alternate hands on the steering wheel… right… left… etc and say the above. 

EMOTIONAL FREEDOM TAPPING—EFT 
Youtube.com/EFT 
 
Tap the areas in order as indicated on diagram below.  Tap with a healthy pop in a good 
even rhythm for approximately 20-30 sec each spot.  After about 5 taps in each location 
begin to repeat the above command. 
 
1. Above eyebrow (r or l per your choice) feel for sinus dip. 
2. Temple at ridge of cheek bone. 
3. Angel’s cleft. 
4. Chin cleft. 
5. Throat hollow at the boney ridge. 

Use these re-wiring tools throughout the day to break the cycles of:  
 craving, old or cycling thoughts, anxiety or panic attacks, fear 

or the inability to focus or concentrate. 
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Morning and Evening Affirmation:   
 

“I begin/end this day knowing I AM the best me, at this moment, at all times.   
 

Each and every day, in each and every way, I am becoming the person I intend to be by exercising my 
power to CHOOSE.   
 

My mind is my superpower and I use it only for good.  I use it to grow a stronger, more empowered me  
by choosing positive healthy thoughts, language, and behaviors.   
 

I CHOOSE ONLY that which serves me.  I release and I reject anything that limits or blocks my personal and 
professional success.   
 

I am more than my failures or my successes;  I am a child of the Universe.   
I am worthy of respect, dignity, and love.     
I enter this day/sleep, whole, complete, and joyfully perfect.” 


